SPECIAL MEETING
ANNOUNCEMENT
Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium
Burbank Adult School
3811 Allan Ave, Burbank CA 91505
December 20, 2019  9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
LARAEC Special Board Meeting and Workshop
Agenda
1. Call to Order
1.1 Pledge of Allegiance
1.2 Adjustments to the Agenda – The Board President
Will Announce any Requests for Adjustments to
the Meeting Agenda
1.3 Approval of the agenda
1.4 Items for Future Agendas
1.5 Approval of the minutes
a. Regular Board Meeting: November 15, 2019

Emilio Urioste

2. Public Comment

Emilio Urioste

3. Workshop: LARAEC Funding Formula

Facilitators:
Diana Batista,
CAED/TAP Director and
Veronica Parker,
CAEP Coordinator

4. Public Comment

Emilio Urioste

Announcements:
Next Board Meeting: Friday, January 17, 2019

Emilio Urioste

Adjourn

Emilio Urioste

Please note that the LARAEC Executive Board may consider at this meeting any item referred from a Board Meeting five calendar
days prior to this meeting (Education Code 54954.2(b)(3)). The LARAEC Executive Board may also refer any item on the agenda for
the consideration of a committee or meeting of the LARAEC Executive Board. Requests for disability related modifications or
reasonable accommodations shall be made 24 hours prior to the meeting to Teresa Plaza by calling (213) 241-3150. Requests for
translation should be made at least 48 hours in advance by calling Teresa Plaza at (213) 241-3150. Individuals wishing to speak at a
Board meeting must sign up at the meeting. There will be no sign ups in advance of the meeting. Speakers must sign up prior to the
public comment section of the agenda. Speakers should plan to arrive early. Materials related to an item on this agenda distributed
to the LARAEC Executive Board are available for public inspection during the meeting and at http://laraec.net/open-meetings/
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Minutes‐ Board Meeting
Friday, November 15, 2019
1:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Van De Kamp Innovation Center
2930 Fletcher Drive, LA 90065

LARAEC Executive Board

Executive Board Members in
Emilio Urioste, Burbank USD
Veronica Montes, Culver City USD
Larry Frank, LACCD
Joseph Stark, Los Angeles USD
Alice Jacquez, Montebello USD

1
Call to Order

1.1

Point Person Team Members
X
X
X
X
X

Rosalinda Brewington, BUSD
Elvis Carias, CCUSD
Dr. Adrienne Ann Mullen, LACCD
Men Le, LAUSD
Philip Tenorio, MUSD

Staff
X
X
X
X
X

Lanzi Asturias, Project Director
Michele Stiehl, Advisor
Justin Gorence, Advisor
Grace Ocampo, Budget Analyst
Teresa Plaza, Secretary

Pledge of Allegiance

Elvis Carias

Mr. Urioste called the meeting to order at 1:34 PM.
1.2

Approval of the Agenda
a. Mr. Stark moved to approve the agenda, Ms. Montes seconded.

Mr. Urioste

b. Mr. Stark requested to pull agenda item 11 for discussion. The board
voted unanimously to approve the agenda, with Larry Frank absent.
2
Pledge of
Allegiance
3
Adjustments
to the
Agenda

Mr. Carias led the pledge of allegiance.

4
Approval of
the Agenda

Mr. Stark moved to approve the agenda, Ms. Montes seconded. Mr. Stark
requested pulling item 11 for discussion.

5
Items for
Future
Agendas
6
Approval of
Minutes

Mr. Carias

There were no adjustments to the agenda proposed.

Mr. Frank was absent. Mr. Stark, Mr. Urioste, Ms. Montes, and Ms. Jacquez
voted to approve the agenda.
Mr. Stark reiterated that last meeting, when they talked about future
discussions regarding an equitable funding formula, they said they needed to
did they pick a date to meet on it, and proposed picking a date to delve into
that sometime soon. Mr. Urioste said that the issue was addressed in item
10.3.
Ms. Jacquez motioned to approve the draft minutes from the October board
meeting. Mr. Stark seconded.
There was no discussion.
Mr. Frank was absent. Mr. Urioste, Ms. Jacquez, Ms. Montes, and Mr. Stark
all voted to approve the minutes.
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X
X
X
X
X

7
Public
Comment

Ivett Barrios from the Montebello Community Adult School introduced herself,
saying that as they move out of the classroom into administration, sometimes
they forget about what it’s like in the trenches. She’s representing the
teachers of MCAS, and wanted to share some profiles of people who come to
their classes and their diversity. She shared stories of multiple students who
MCAS serves.
Olivia Flores Torres introduced herself as an elementary school principal, and
wanted to share a little about the Family Success Initiative and its benefit for
the parents and community members of her school. They’ve had the program
for three years and during that time their parents have really taken the
challenge of learning English as a second language. Many of their parents
are in lower-income areas and are not native English speakers. The school
always needs and wants their parents to be equal partners, and the FSI
program has been essential to do that. They have learned how to navigate a
potentially cumbersome system. So it is important for them to have a place in
their school to come and share and ask questions about attendance,
counseling, discipline, the principal is not always available. The FSI program
has taught them not only English, but how to navigate the district and
advocate for their students. English Learner Advisory Council meetings are
frequented by the parents, and some have joined. So it has been a very
wonderful collaborative, and she just encourages the planning to go forward
and maybe expand to other schools.
Rosario Galban from DACE LAUSD introduced himself, saying that everyone
is here today because CAEP is their lifeblood for adult ed in LA, and it was
very well stated that they are the largest consortium in the area. It behooves
them to work together and maximize the funding that they do receive. In the
spirit of collaboration in ensuring the best and most fruitful programs, it is so
important. Our communities and students frequently have high barriers, and
students would not be able to function in higher learning environments
without some help from adult ed. Adult ed helps them make that transition to
higher education. He thanked their partners, including ELAC. They have
made great progress in articulation, and they want to congratulate the
LARAEC board for their work in that area.
Carla Guiagios from DACE introduced herself and thanked Mr. Urioste for
saying her name correctly. She is a teacher advisor, and said that their
English Literacy Civics Education lessons for the Census 2020 are available
for everyone to use. They’ve been working hard on the project for the last few
months, it’s ready to be disseminated and there is a link in the CAEP website
and newsletter to access this material. Census 2020 has been in the news
because the admin wanted to incorporate the citizenship question. That is no
longer the case. The census is about money and power, and students look to
adult educators for trust in the system and the process. It will be hard to
convince their students to trust this process, but if they don’t, they will be
shooting themselves in the foot. The lessons are available through the
website, the assessments are available through CASAS.
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Scott Schmerlsen from LAUSD introduced himself and said he’s been a
supporter of adult ed as a teacher, counselor, assistant principal, principal,
and board member. He’s here to talk about using unused funds to support
regional needs. DACE has identified three needs: 1. DACE currently has 20
teacher counselors, 6 psychiatric social workers, and 4 disability support
workers, and that serves a population of 60,000. That’s not a very good ratio.
So they would like to hire additional staff members to bring that ratio down.
There are over 450 LAUSD elementary schools that would benefit from the
FSI, which is targeted to support emergent bilingual families. DACE would
like to hire 18 additional FSI instructors. DACE also serves a number of adult
learners who are digitally illiterate. They would like to set up digital learning
labs staffed by teacher libararians. Also, he emphasized the need for an
equitable and fair funding formula.
Mr. Frank arrived at 1:54.
Melissa McCarthy from LAUSD introduced herself, saying that she is the new
principal of the Venice Skills Center, and has been an active member of the
LARAEC Counseling SME group, so she’s been in the trenches of what will
or will not happen. She thought that counseling was supposed to be a focus
for LARAEC, but has not seen this translated in an equitable way. THey have
a very small enrollment at Venice, but she’s said numerous times to staff that
she wants to focus on quality rather than quantity. The American School
Counselor Association recommends to provide quality counseling to students
by maintaining a ratio of no more than 250 students to 1 school counselor,
which is absurd considering how many students they have and how few
counselors. Counselors are currently overwhelmed, and in California there
are only 3 schools that adhere to the recommended ratio. California is a world
leader in economy and other areas, so her challenge to the LARAEC board is
that they should release the unused funds and reallocate them to provide the
number of counseling staff that they actually need to facilitate quality
counseling programs and services for students.
Latasha Hawthorne from DACE introduced herself, and wanted to talk about
what it’s like as an assistant principal at an adult school trying to serve
students when the funds aren’t there. She currently works at the Slauson
Occupational Center, where they have 652 students enrolled in career tech
ed programs. It’s not that their advisors aren’t working hard, through lunches,
and overtime, but because they don’t have adequate resources to support the
students they have. She is here to ask for carryover funds to be released as
well because there is a real need there. Their students have high barriers and
sometimes they need comprehensive support and hand-holding, and that
takes time and resources. Harriett Tubman said that every great dream
began with a dreamer. She is here to speak for her staff, saying that they
started with 108 out of classroom hours, and they are down to 40. So anyone
who can help their staff help the students make their dreams a reality, she
would appreciate it.
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Juan Novera from LAUSD introduced himself and said he is a former adult
education student. He learned English in a class that had quantity instead of
quality. He questioned if they are really practicing equity and providing the
quality and services that all of their students deserve. They have parents who
need to learn ENglish to help their kids. Parents who are going through
mental issues, but they don’t have the counselors to support them. He asked
not save the money for another school year, but instead to facilitate what the
students need now to give them a better future. As a former adult ed student,
he is asking them to do this.
Matthew Cogan from UTLA introduced himself as an ESL teacher and
director of adult ed at UTLA. They are not happy with the work of the
LARAEC board, saying that they don’t think their work is aligned with the
direction of the state, and that it is compromising their programs. The
Legislative Analyst’s Office said it is of the utmost important to have a uniform
per-student rate. They want the region to work collectively. He doesn’t know
where to begin to justify a more than double rate at one district. He thinks this
consortium does not so far have a good record, what with the state
intervention with Montebello USD. He believes this consortium has to stand
up and get in line with the plan of the state to have a coordinated system
that’s good for all of the students, rather than benefiting one institution or
another. This discussion needs to go beyond here, and this board has to
break through this and not postpone it. Also, how can they ask for the money
they need when they’re not spending the money they get? Lastly, he said that
they also need to have individual counseling like they promised the state they
would have.

8
Board
Member
Reports

Elizabeth Cantou from UTLA introduced herself and said that she has had the
honor of serving students in the Mid-City Koreatown area as a teacher and
teacher advisor for LAUSD. She is tasked with ensuring the student data they
collect goes into TE, the data management system for all districts and
community colleges. Today, she is here on behalf of UTLA with a message:
thank you for the beginnings of hard work last week on meeting many points
of consensus in the meeting last Friday. Also, she would like to lay down a
challenge on behalf of UTLA, and wants to quote from the summary of LAO:
The governor’s budget provides 5 billion dollars ongoing for data alignment.
UTLA recommends the consortiums set a uniform per-student rate. The state
is prioritizing this by listing it first, and UTLA challenges the board to come
together and cooperate to comply with this vital initiative.
LAUSD:
a.

Mr. Stark thanked all of the public comment speakers, and
gave a huge shout-out to Carla Guigianos for sporting new
DACE gear, which will hopefully be available online. Thanks
to her and the team for doing tremendous work bringing the
team together and working on materials for the census.
Census.wearedace.org for information. In the discussions
about equity and making sure our residents have the
resources they need, the census is a big part of that effort.
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BUSD:
a.

As part of their WASC self-study process, the most difficult
challenging part is student involvement, but they are very
committed to it. Mr. Urioste explained that they tried to meet
the students on Saturday which did not work, so they’re trying
to meet with them during the week. Gathering students’ input
and ideas has been for him one of the most rewarding things
he’s done, to work with them and listen to them and see
things from their perspective.

a.

Mr. Frank said that at 8 of their colleges, they had a great
program of voting rights on all of the ways immigration is
roiling our students out there; they had events involving 1200
students in spanish across those campuses. You can see the
livestream on Facebook, and it has multiple updates on
DACA, etc. They have recently listed their adult ed CT
programs to be able to present to their students, and they will
be doing additional hiring this year of full-time non-credit
faculty

LACCD:

MUSD:

Ms. Jacquez
a.

Ms. Jacquez explained that in regards to bridges and
pathways, MUSD adult ed is focusing on adult training to
support child school success with FSI program, with a new
site at Val Vista elementary with a computer lab and
homework help options. They are continuing to partner with
college and career events, the Discover Montebello transition
service agreements, etc. Bell gardens international food
services also partners with us for a program. They are also
working with Families in Transition for our school district,
which is MUSD’s homeless student program. The counseling
collaborative is very excited and partners with ELAC and
other entities. For Professional Development, they formed a
committee and are partnering with LARAEC for upcoming PD
and PLC support. She also wants to acknowledge the MUSD
board members.

CCUSD:

Ms Montes
a.

9
Reports to
Board

No Report.

9.1 Annual Plan Update
Mr. Asturias thanked the board and called upon MIchelle Stiehl and Justin
Gorence to give a quick summary on the APT kickoff that took place last
week.

Ms. Stiehl
Mr. Gorence

Mr. Gorence explained that with the kickoff, they had 88 participants across 6
APT groups: Adults with DIsabilities, Workforce Preparation, Counseling,
Data and Accountabliity, Pathways, and Professional Development.
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Mr. Gorence said that they were really excited about the kickoff and the event
was in support of the three-year plan, and what they were really excited about
was, they drew over 80 people from their member districts and it showed how
much expertise was in their consortium. During the meeting, the idea was to
have APT members get together to collaborate and share ideas. The groups
were divvied up into the 6 APT groups. It was great to have collaboration with
Point Persons to help the incoming APT members get up to speed before
breaking down into individual teams. Ms. Stiehl put a survey together, and the
results were very positive. Of the feedback they got, everybody found it “fine,
great, or it rocked”: for the materials 88% surveyed said one of those
answers, for the presentation 81%, and for the group work 71%.
Ms. Stiehl said the intention in the group was to not come up with a unified
project, but to come together and solve issues and provide resources that can
be individually tailored for each school site. People were really excited about
coming together and working together and networking, as well as being able
to put together a comprehensive PD plan. People saw the most challenging
part was data collection, narrowing down aligning pathways. Overall everyone
said some version of great, and there are a lot of talented people in those
groups.
Mr. Gorence said as they move forward, they need to provide continuity and
support for those people taking on this important business. They will be
reaching out to co-chairs to provide specific guidance on activities, meetings,
and action plans. They’ll be sending out notices about meetings, a contact list
and action plan to each APT, and setting up a place for the groups to
collaborate online, and working to keep the energy and conversation alive.
Ms. Stiehl said that she was in one of the SME groups in the last iteration,
and they had great conversations in the room, but it didn’t get out into the
field. So as they are redesigning their website, they want to put a place in
there for the APTs to share their plans, calls for feedback, etc.
Ms. Montes wanted to say how excited and hopeful she was, and she knows
they are talking about money and figuring it out, and it’s because of work in
the field. She loves the idea and the structure of this iteration, along with its
flexibility.

Mr. Asturias wanted to introduce quickly the report in their packet. It is the
same format they were using last year to keep track of activities within the
plan. If you look at the pie chart, that should indicate the progress as they
move forward. Most of the pie charts indicate that they just began activities. In
addition to that, we also have the document that lists all the tasks and
activities on page 19 that will be taking place, and they have a space for
comments so we can keep you updated if there is a particular product they
want to follow up on.
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9.2 Budget Updates
9.2.1 Upcoming CAEP Due Dates

Ms. Ocampo

Ms. Ocampo provided updates on upcoming due dates for program area
reports and progress and expense reports for fiscal year 2020 Q1.
9.2.2 Fiscal Year 2019-2020 Budget and Work Plan
THe board certified this report in NOVA last October, and it is two-part: the
Work Plan identifies strategies LARAEC will be using for the year. The next
slide is the consolidated budget for LARAEC; they have the total carryover,
new funding for the year, and total funding for FY 2020. THis is presented by
district and by the expenditure type or object code.
9.2.3 LARAEC Effectiveness Report
Ms. Ocampo explained that last September at the LARAEC board meeting,
the board requested for the LARAEC office to develop a reporting template to
measure effectiveness based on the MUSD reporting requirements they had
set. The board wanted to have that same requirement for all the consortium’s
members. With regards to the MUSD reporting requirements, they were
looking into MUSD’s effort to ensure effectiveness of services, whether
services and activities aligned with LARAEC regional comprehensive plan
and annual and three-year plans. She described the data metrics that the
report would be including, such as completion of high school diplomas,
completion of post-secondary certificates, placement into jobs, and improved
wages, as well as improved literacy. They are thinking of doing it as a
percentage based on the students served for each district. And if member
districts had met the quarterly spending targets required by the state, and
whether expenditures and activities are aligned with the LARAEC plan. Then,
percentage of carry-over to budget, and percentage of carry-over to
allocation. They would like to get some feedback from the board if there’s
anything they’d like added to the template or any suggestions.
Mr. Urioste thanked them for working on the template. He asked where they
talk about expenditures and activities aligned with LARAEC plan if they were
aligned with the narratives in the plan, and she said they was.
Ms. Montes asked, about the outcome parts, in the student survey it’ll be a
straight number, in the outcomes it’ll be a percentage. When you look at HS
diplomas, effectiveness isn’t all the students they served divided by x. They
need to count the students that could have earned outcomes in that area to
be accurate in terms of effectiveness. Also, it says “transitions to postsecondary”, but they didn’t list it. Mr. Asturias clarified that “transitions to postsecondary” is one of the outcomes the state has identified to measure
effectiveness of consortia.
Mr. Stark asked if those match up verbatim with the language in AB104, and
added that he would like to second Montes’ statement, and says he is not
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sure if they have common criteria and definitions for those criteria, and just
wants to make sure they’re operating apples to apples. Mr. Asturias clarified
that all of these outcomes are aligned with the WIOA program.
Mr. Frank said that he totally agrees that they need to do more advanced
work, and his interest would be if the PPT can dig in and do some work to
develop where the metrics from each are coming from. There are a number of
questions that would be great for the PPT to dig in. Mr. Asturias clarified that
they were not asking the board to decide on the issues today.
Ms. Ocampo explained that last October, they conducted fiscal training PD
and received positive feedback on that training. They want to do fiscal PD
every quarter or twice a year.
Ms. Montes asked Ms. Ocampo to explain the statement about how the state
gives 2 years to spend down balances, and Ms. Ocampo explained that for
instance, the allocation they receive this year, they have 2 years to spend it
down. There’s reports in the system, the FIFA report. If the funds are not
spent within the 2-year period, they allow them to carryover and use those
funds for six months provided there’s a corrective action plan.
9.3 LAUSD Budget Transparency Discussion
Matthew Overlander from the DACE office introduced himself, and said he
was representing LAUSD and is a former LARAEC point person. He is filling
in for point person Men Le to give this presentation.
There’s an item in the board packet that is going to be the item he will be
reviewing: the 2015-2016 Budget ACT provided 500 million dollars in ongoing
AEBG funding to facilitate a restructuring of adult education into regional
consortia with the mandate of improving coordination and meeting the needs
of students. LAUSD, in an effort to promote budget transparency, wishes to
communicate key funding priorities:
In LAUSD, there continues to be tremendous need for resources to fulfill the
state mandate. There are over $12 million in ongoing undesignated carryover.
They feel they are not meeting the mandate from the state currently. In the
report in the packet, they’ve put two charts that list the carryover from 17-18
and 18-19. In 17-18, significant carryover, and again in 18-19, and an
increase in overall carryover. That funding is being unutilized despite being
there to serve students.
He would also want to say that they are a very old district that has been doing
adult ed for a long time, but they believe in life-long learning, and that they
have learned a lot through the consortium process. They have the potential to
be equity leaders in this region, and as a district they have not met that goal.
Equity needs include career, academic, and mental health counseling
services, support for emergent bilingual families of K-12 students, and library
and media services centers at LAUSD adult schools. They feel there has not
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been enough engagement from english learner parents, and there is a
tremendous opportunity which they are seeing happen in MUSD and BUSD
to have the FSI make an impact in LA. They regularly turn down principals
who want the FSI program because they don’t have the funding.
Discussion Items:
Mr. Overlander explained that LAUSD requests that LARAEC members
consider equity, budget efficiency trends, and adult student needs, in a very
transparent discussion about budget efficiency. Their intent is not to penalize
or harm any member district. They are talking about carryover funds because
they understand that budget is critical and every dollar represents a person’s
job or livelihood. They also really want to lean forward as equity leaders and
ask everyone here to think about this as an opportunity for them to develop
an authentic commitment to being equity leaders and to our students.
Ms. Montes explained, for the purposes of clarity about the carryover, where
CCUSD was with their carryover. The 17-18 carryover is a result of MUSD
giving back money, and absent a funding formula that CCUSD can live with,
that little bit of carryover is going to be their cushion for survival.
10
New And/Or
Unfinished
Business

10.1 Eide Bailly, LLP LARAEC Enrollment Count and Procedures Audit
Final Report
Mr. Asturias provided background on the 1-time audit of enrollment counts
and procedures for all consortia districts. They have routed a draft of the
document completed by the auditors to each board member so responses
could be added to the final draft.
Brandon Harrison, a member of Eide Bailly, LLP, introduced himself and
explained that the process had started in April 2019, and they finished up
their procedures in September 2019. They tested enrollment counts,
reviewed enrollment processes, and validation processes in all member
districts. They reviewed backup supporting documentation, class rosters, TE
reports, ASAP reports, etc. They had some observations that they
communicated with management and communications. First one is that in the
enrollment reports they reviewed, there were many different attendance
systems. Comparing those to TE reports, these enrollment counts are not
matching up. There were discrepancies between attendance systems and TE
reports at each member district. They think it will take more going into
individual systems to see information being driven.
Ms. Montes asked if there was a percentage of discrepancy between those
reports, and Mr. Harrison said that it was hard to show them, but there were
variances they considered to be significant.
The second comment they had was at one of the sites, in 6 out of the 40
courses they looked at, they could not substantiate total enrollment, with
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about a 15% error rate. They asked LARAEC management that they’d need
to go into attendance counting with MUSD for that site.
The third is that enrollment process and procedures are not being applied
consistently. The process is not the same at each member district. At some
sites, initial enrollments would be counted, at other sites not counted.
The last comment comes back to TE reporting; when enrollment/attendance
is being uploaded, there needs to be independent review from the person
who is uploading. They think that policy needs to be implemented throughout
member districts.
Ms. Montes asked about an item on page 5, with Mr. Harrison explaining that
that item was actually based on management’s response, and they need to
update the draft with the correct management response.
Mr. Frank asked, regarding the observation about the 40 courses that were
selected and 6 that were found to have errors, that would be 15% of the
courses that had some error, if they have any way to quantify what the
number of errors are. Mr. Harrison said that they do have that information and
can provide it to management. They just felt that it was significant enough to
communicate to the board.
Ms. Jacquez then read directly from the report, which read that the six
courses resulted in 29 discrepancies out of 552 students which resulted in a
0.053 percent error rate
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10.2 Vasquez and Company, LLP Development of Oversight Policies
and Procedures Progress Report
Elisa Stillwell from Vasquez and Company introduced herself and
summarized the presentation she’d be delivering, starting with introducing the
project team. The second section was a snapshot of the project’s scope, of
which there were 3 main phases.
Phase one involved gaining an understanding of LARAEC’s existing policies
and procedures for oversight and monitoring.
Phase 2 involved gaining an understanding of Member districts’ procedures
and systems for AB 104 data acculmulation procedures and reporting to the
state and LARAEC. To describe “gaining an understanding”, that is
conducting interviews with relevant personnel, walking through the processes
of what they do for reporting, going through existing documentation and
selected transactions.
These will culminate in phase 3 with the development of an effective
monitoring function and written policies and procedures for the administration
of AB104 funds, in essence a checklist for LARAEC to use. She added that a
detailed status report as of November 5th was in board materials. Fieldwork
documentation and manager/partner reviews have been completed in Phase
1 and 2, and they have sent additional inquiries to 3 member districts about
reporting processes and other topics. They had a good conference call
yesterday with LACCD contacts to review and discuss requested items.
Follow ups were made with LAUSD and MUS, and completion of the phase is
pending receipt of responses and Vasquez review of information.
For phase 3, they have a draft outline in progress that is ongoing and updated
as they move forward, also incorporating California Adult Ed Fiscal
Management Guide into criteria,with the latest update on August 30, 2019.
Mr. Urioste asked what the timeline was for finishing all those phases, and
Ms. Stillwell estimated that they could have a full comprehensive complete
document by the end of January, assuming they get the information
requested from member districts.
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10.3 LARAEC Funding Formula Development Workshop Date and
Discussion Requirements
Mr. Urioste called for a 5-minute recess at 3:13 PM. The meeting was called
back to order at 3:27.
Mr. Urioste started by saying that he felt that LARAEC’s meeting November 8
went well, and they were able to examine complex material rather effectively,
and there were a lot of folks that made that happen so that could be an
effective workshop. He would like to suggest for this funding formula they
follow a similar workshop structure, and since the subject has ratcheted up in
terms of its significance, that they should look at a CAEP office facilitator for
this.
Mr. Stark added that they’ve been at this a long time, with a lot of workshops,
facilitators, formats, and reports, and he thinks that to be successful this time,
they need to have the public pushing us. It’s not easy to hear criticism
sometimes, but it’s important for the board to hear when they are not getting it
right. For his part, he is willing to meet anytime, anywhere, do whatever it
takes, spend as much time as they want, any facilitator, expert, etc. There is
structural inequity in their face, it was in their face a year ago and before.
They know what the issue is, that they need to be needs-based.
He believes they also need to take into account other funding sources that
districts get, with K12 and especially community college. They can solve this
formula with K12, and still be woefully under what the community colleges get
per student, and duplicating services is not the answer. I think the relationship
they are building with ELAC is a model, and it had nothing to do with this
board. It had to do with the head of ELAC and the DACE principals.
Unfortunately in this region, there’s competition, needlessly so. He has had
two calls last month about elementary schools and LAUSD being approached
by community colleges to offer ESL classes. Those should be classes they
are offering, and a big reason they cannot is they are not getting as much
funding.
Ms. Montes said she will pick any day; what she is hoping is even if they have
it facilitated by CAEP, the formulas for the most part have been presented in
multiple fashions, so she does not think it’s about starting from scratch.
Mr. Urioste said that he agreed with Ms. Montes, that he believes that there
was one portion of it that was not completed yet, with one formula out of 5
possibilities being incomplete. He asked if the LARAEC staff could bring
forward those funding proposals to refresh the board, and noted that they
now have a timeline that was presented and approved in October.
Mr. Frank restated that he would like to get a briefing from staff that brings
him up to speed on what’s happened in the last 2 years, and Mr. Asturias said
they will be happy to make that happen.
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Ms. Jacquez said that for MUSD, the importance is to keep all of their
programs flourishing and collaborating, so she does agree that we should
meet as soon as possible, with or without a CAEP office facilitator. They need
to set some dates, and move forward accordingly. She knows MUSD is on
the checklist, and it would be pretty refreshing to come in and get items done.
And that’s why it’s taking so long. There’s also a lot of talent and passionate
people.
Mr. Urioste asked if they wished to proceed with the structure they had at the
bylaws workshop with a facilitator. Ms. Montes asked which workshop he
meant, and he clarified that he meant last Friday’s. They have the draft
formulas, so they would not be starting from scratch.
Mr. Stark added that they should add new ideas as well, and when LAUSD
presented months ago, they emphasized that it was just a starting point. No
matter what format it is, he insisted that it be an open meeting, and asked for
ideas for funding from UTLA, administrators, classified staff, and custodial
staff. Ms. Montes added that they probably need a facilitator.
Mr. Urioste moved on to the date of the proposed workshop, saying that he
cannot do a lot of Saturdays. He summarized that they would like to have the
proposals for funding formulas put together, plus the proposal from LAUSD,
and asked if there is a deadline by which those need to be submitted. Mr.
Asturias said there was, but that would depend on when the meeting is set
for. So he suggested step number one is for them to conduct a doodle poll for
a good date where everyone can be present.
Mr. Stark reiterated that the people who made the comments today are not
here for their health, but rather expressing needs happening as they speak.
So as part of this funding formula discussion, he would like to have some kind
of response about why there are carryovers in districts, and kudos to Ms.
Montes for bringing it up. He is on this board because he is partially
responsible for making sure these resources are used appropriately, so we all
like it or not have a fiduciary responsibility on this board. So he does not want
to get sidetracked by discussions where they have LAUSD-bashing in these
discussions. That needs to stop. This is about equity and getting those
resources to where they need to be, period. LAUSD have nothing to hide and
they have already put their funding priorities forward.
Mr. Urioste agreed, and added that since the door’s been opened about
funding priorities, he explained that they have been in the process of looking
at opening an LVN program on their campus, and they have identified the
money from when he first came onto the scene, the amount they would need.
He cannot hire the staff for them until the board of vocational nurses and
psychiatric assistants approves their program. When they give them the goahead, he has to go to their board to say they’re ready to go. But then he
needs money to get things going. And if you look, their carryover is
significantly different from how it’s looked in the past. And as far as spending
targets, he has been looking at them carefully and won’t say they are perfect,
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but they are working hard to make sure they meet those targets. Also, he is
the only administrator for the program.
Mr. Frank would recommend they try to focus on afternoons, 1:30 or later,
and ask people to leave their calendars open if possible until they decide on a
date. Mr. Urioste agreed and said they should target a four-hour time frame
for this with no other agenda item. Mr. Stark agreed.
Mr. Asturias summarized the new goals for the workshop, in addition to the
goal of providing a briefing for historical context for Mr. Frank. Mr. Stark
additionally requested some data statewide about CAEP funds, looking at
spending and carryover with K12 vs LACCD. Mr. Asturias said that they can
get them the different funding proposals by next Friday.
Ms. Stiehl clarified that the fifth funding formula was to take into consideration
different sources of funding from each district and put it into a formula, and
they didn’t have data, or how they wanted those things combined in any way.
Ms. Montes said the explanation of it is still helpful, and Mr. Stark asked to
get the non-credit rate for adult educational programs for what the state
reimburses. He suggested it may also be helpful to have each agency’s fiscal
representative if they are getting into budget. Mr. Urioste agreed.
10.4 Action Item
10.4.1 Adopt LARAEC Bylaws
Mr. Stark moved to accept the revised draft as presented. Mr. Frank
seconded. He and Mr. Stark thanked everyone involved in the bylaws’
creation. Mr. Urioste agreed that last Friday’s meeting was an example of
what this consortium is capable of, and is proud of everyone coming together
to put this through.
The board voted unanimously to accept the draft bylaws.
11
Consent
Agenda

11.1 Approve Burbank USD Capital Outlay Expenditures
Ms. Montes requested a brief summary on what the capital outlay
expenditures for each district were.
Mr. Urioste summarized that they have made tremendous investments in
technology at their site. One of the issues that’s come up is that they do not
have security cameras on the campus. They have programs running until 5
PM on Friday and 6 PM on Saturday. This would provide them with a way to
monitor the movement on campus if something occurs. It includes the cost
and installation of 16 security cameras, and they have identified the locations
to install on campus.
11.2 Approve Los Angeles USD Capital Outlay Expenditures
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Mr. Stark said that for LAUSD, the major expense is after 30 years, they have
gotten a new SIS system, so they are in the phase 2 element of that. They
have also got routine alterations and improvements. They have an annual
maintenance schedule, so they try not to do deferred maintenance.
11.3 Approve Montebello USD Capital Outlay Expenditures
Ms. Jacquez said that for MUSD, basically this is 30 years of wear and tear at
the MUSD adult school sites and Ford Park adult school sites. They are
putting in a digital marquee and electronic gate for safety. They also need to
replace an ESL classroom, and they have 20 sites now as opposed to 51
sites that need roof repairing, gates, picnic restoration at all campuses, copy
machine replacements, and looking into a new attendance system. The grand
total cost is 6.749 million. Mr. Urioste asked what the Ford Park adult ed site’s
technology infrastructure project involves, and Ms. Jacquez explained that
they have to rewire underneath the ground because they don’t have cement
on any of the area levels. They currently have chrome books in classes, but
no hotspots, which they need for 21st century classrooms. The metal storage
containers will be for storing outdated computers, technology, and furniture.
Discussion:
Mr. Stark said that a lot of these items mentioned are deferred maintenance,
and asked whether moving forward they want to leverage CAEP dollars vs
bond dollars. They should have a discussion about maybe firewalling
resources or going to other sources, and if individual districts need to pursue
a bond or facilities issue, that might be a more appropriate funding source.
Ms. Montes asked if it was reasonable for all of the districts with capital outlay
expenditures to come back at the end of the year just to give a status update
on where they are. Mr. Stark said that he can connect with his facilities guy;
it’s additional reporting, but if people want that, he is willing to do that. Mr.
Urioste was also willing to do that.
Mr. Asturias clarified that originally speaking, before they go to the verification
phase of this it may be helpful to address other issues with regards to capital
outlay. For example, each district submitted a budget. In some instances, it
doesn’t match the requests for capital outlay, so he thinks they should
reconcile that, or tell LARAEC that you will be conducting a budget
adjustment. Anything that goes in their 400 line should not be included in
here. So attendance systems can be capitalized.
Ms. Montes clarified that her question was if it is reasonable or not, and if it
isn’t, she is okay with it. Mr. Stark said he would rather not put more work on
an overworked staff if it’s not necessary. But either they should all do it, or
nobody should do it.
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Mr. Montes clarified that they are proposed expenditures, so she is wondering
if they should match the final expenditures with the proposed expenditures.
Mr. Asturias clarified that they would be in the NOVA system.
Mr. Urioste remembered when they first started, there was a bit of a lack of
direction regarding capital outlays. It went from a response being a courtesy
form the state to it being on an agenda and approved by the board. He
agreed with Mr. Stark, it would be another almost monumental task given the
size of the district and the number of items. He thinks they should stick to the
guidelines of the state and not create more work for themselves. Mr. Asturias
added that each quarter, the 6000 line is part of the report LARAEC sends to
the board. By Q4 there has to be a reconciliation by whatever was budget vs
what was sent. It’s not a detailed report, but it is a sign of progress towards
the originally budgeted amount.
Ms. Montes motioned to approve item 11.1, 11.2, and 11.3. Mr. Stark
seconded.
The board voted unanimously to accept the consent items.
12
Public
Comment
13
14
Adjourn

There was no public comment.

Announcements: Next meeting Friday, January 17, 2020, location TBD.
Mr. Urioste adjourned the meeting at 4:25 PM
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AGENDA ITEM
3
The following items are considered part of the board packet. See separate
documents for:
 Funding Formula Research (updated 12/10/2019)
 Funding Formula Briefing January 2018 - November 2019
 Funding Formula Worksheets – Simulations #1- #5 (updated
12/04/19)
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REPORT TO THE BOARD
To:

Members of the LARAEC Executive Board

From:

LARAEC Office

Date:

December 13, 2019

Subject:

Objectives for Funding Formula Meeting

Background:
At the LARAEC Board meeting on November 15, 2019, it was requested that a list of objectives
be created for the LARAEC Special Meeting: Board Workshop on Funding Formula scheduled for
December 20, 2019. The following objectives were distributed to the Board on November 21,
2019.


Establish consensus on a funding formula approach and/or its components
(variables) such as base, incentive funding, measures of equity, measures of
success, attendance, etc.



Develop a LARAEC funding formula that is enrollment based, fair and
equitable, and that will be implemented starting with the 2020‐2021 school
year.



Outline a set of conditions under which the new funding formula might be
reevaluated, amended, or re‐calculated.



Write language to be added to the bylaws regarding funding formula,
conditions for reevaluation, and protocols for distribution.
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REGULAR MEETING
DECEMBER 20, 2019
9 A.M.
BURBANK ADULT SCHOOL

1. CALL TO ORDER
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1.1 PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

1.2 ADJUSTMENTS TO THE AGENDA
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1.3 APPROVAL OF AGENDA

1.4 ITEMS FOR FUTURE AGENDAS
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1.5 APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
◦Regular Meeting: November 15, 2019

2. PUBLIC COMMENT
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3. WORKSHOP: LARAEC Funding Formula

4. PUBLIC COMMENT
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Next Board Meeting: Friday January 17, 2019
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